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damage resulting from the use by the client of the document) suffered by any other
person for any reason at all including but not limited to negligence by ADAXA Pty Ltd
(ADAXA).

2.

Whilst this document is accurate to the best of our knowledge and belief, ADAXA
cannot guarantee the completeness or accuracy of any description or conclusions
based on the supplied information.

3.

The recommendations contained in the document are advisory and ADAXA has no
responsibility for the management or operation of any recommendations that may be
implemented by the client.
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This document is licensed under the terms shown at
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The Adaxa Approach
Successful implementation of an extended enterprise resource planning system (ERP) is the
result of knowledgeable and dedicated people working together. It entails company-wide
commitment, openness to change, good planning, and experienced guidance.
The core of the Adaxa approach is our proven six step implementation methodology. This
methodology leverages the knowledge and years of experience of the Adaxa team, the
highly customisable open source technology and our customer first focus to deliver
successful project implementations worldwide.
A necessary precondition for a successful implementation is the commitment by the senior
management of the company to support and promote the adoption of the new system.
Unless that commitment exists then the project is unlikely to be successful. The
implementation of an ERP system affects nearly every person working in an organisation in
some manner. As a consequence the Change Management issues are at least as important
as the ERP system issues.
Adaxa uses SMART objectives to ensure that the software implementation's strategic
objectives and functional requirements are thoroughly planned, managed and realised in
production. SMART (Specific, Measurable, Actionable, Realistic and Time-Bound) is an
objectives-focused implementation component method which includes the specific steps to
define project plan task items and initiatives in a manner that controls scope, specifies
outcomes and ensures metrics are established by which the success of the task or initiative
can be continually measured and managed.
Changes are inevitable during the course of a project and for this reason it is essential to
deploy a proven methodology that defines the project baseline and measures deviations
from it. This process allows for the consequences of any change to be assessed so that the
impact on the project outcome, both budget and time-frame, is clearly understood and
accepted by all stakeholders.
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Managing to an Estimate
Fixed Price or Estimate
As was mentioned in the previous section changes are inevitable during the course of a
project and this will cause a variation of the price regardless of whether the contract price
basis was fixed price or an estimate with some bounds.
There are elements of the implementers work which are impossible to estimate with any
accuracy and for which it is just not sensible to provide a fixed price. An example of this is
data extraction from the current system and importation into the new system.
Adaxa's preferred approach is to manage to an agreed estimate however it is not uncommon
to work on a Time and Materials basis to the end of Phase 2 – Design and then provide a
fixed price for the balance of the work.

The Estimate
Adaxa provides a template estimate in a spreadsheet. This estimate is broken into the
sections detailed in following parts of this document.
Each section contains a list of all the tasks that Adaxa has identified as being required to be
considered and/or performed in a typical ADempiere implementation. Adaxa's preferred
approach is to work through the list with the customer's project manager and consider each
item based on the information then available.
Each task can be considered as follows:
Is it relevant/required in a particular implementation
Should the task be performed by the Customer or Adaxa
How much time is required to perform the task
Do we know enough to accurately estimate the task duration
[Clearly some items can not be accurately assessed until stage 2 is completed however
broad allowances can typically be made and re-assessed at the end of Phase 2]

Is the Project viable?
On the basis of the estimate and the understanding of which tasks are to be performed by
Adaxa staff and customer staff a decision to proceed or otherwise can be made. At the
conclusion of Phase 2 the estimated cost can be amended to incorporate that which has
been learned in Phases 1 and 2.
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1 The Implementation Phases
1.1

Phase 1 – Planning
Assemble the project team
Clarify project goals and success criteria
Detail Project Scope
Review existing business processes
Identify gaps

1.2

Phase 2 – Design – Conference Room Pilot
Train project team
Identify transaction flows
Map data conversion cycle
Evaluate and design system enhancements and/or customised requirements
Document reporting requirements
Create data integration points and data transfer design documents

1.3

Phase 3 – Configuration and Development
Complete Configuration
Complete Customisations
Complete data scrubbing and conversion
Perform User testing

1.4

Phase 4 – Training
User training – train-the-trainer
Risk Analysis
Change management
Readiness Assessment
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1.5

Phase 5 – Go Live
Contingency Plan
Help Resources
User Adoption

1.6

Phase 6 – Evolution
Stabilise and Optimise
Benchmark Reviews
Process Refinement
ROI Measurements
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Phase 1 - Planning
The planning phase should begin with the end in sight. Good project plans begin with good
implementation methodologies and project planning best practices. Good Project
management methodologies ensure consistent, controlled and quality deliverables that meet
or exceed expectations.
The implementation project starts with a project team kick-off meeting. If advanced
preparation has been made, by the end of the meeting the implementation is defined, the
activities surrounding the project plan are established, administrative procedures are
implemented, project guidelines are established and project monitoring and control
processes are developed.
Key activities in this phase include the following:
Assembling the project team: identify and appoint an empowered executive
sponsor, an experienced project manager, subject matter experts (SMEs) for
each line of business, broad representation from the user communities and
IT (Information Technology) resources.
Clarify the project goals and key success criteria that are endorsed by
executive management.
Solidify a detailed project scope.
Review business processes and keep an open mind to business process
improvement or re-engineering. Don't repeat processes in the new system
simply because that's the way they have always been done. The process of
implementing a new business software system is often an ideal time to
revamp business processes for an even greater synergistic effect.
Confirm business process workflows. This can be facilitated by the use of
process mapping software or whiteboard sessions. Ensure processes are
defined from end to end so that cross-departmental intersections are
identified.
Identify where software customisation is required so that the specification
and design documents can be created as early as possible in the process.
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Phase 2 – Design
Adaxa uses a Conference Room Pilot (CRP) as the methodology to develop and
simulate operation of a system, to learn how it works or should work and how
best to manage the business with it – prior to the live implementation.
The Project Team normally begins by attending a training course which provides an overview
of the ERP software. In very general terms, the Conference Room Pilot is used to test and
validate the organisation's business model with the new system. The results indicate
confirmation or identify areas requiring further design effort to be undertaken prior to full
implementation. Key purposes of a CRP include the following:
To train project team members in the operation of the ERP application
software
Gain a practical understanding of the way that the software really works;
both strengths and weaknesses
Evaluate the software for functional “fit” and configure or customise the
application as necessary
Develop and validate the plan for actual live data set-up, conversion and
implementation
A number of key decisions must be made in implementing each of the ERP business
processes. For each process, there should be an assigned subject matter expert or
champion who will have ultimate responsibility for the configured application. Adaxa
provides application consulting to assist the project team in making these important
decisions while setting up the pilot environment. Some of the more detailed tasks included
during a CRP include the following:
Identify transaction flows and processes
Review transaction flows and modify where required
Map out the data conversion cycle. Sample and test the historical data; scrub
data as necessary, perform a sample conversion and reconcile
Understand and configure set-up and file maintenance software parameters
Document user and system security profiles (roles)
Document reporting requirements (format, content, frequency, distribution,
etc.)
Create integration points and data transfer design documents; plan for
thorough system integration testing
Evaluate and develop system enhancements where necessary
Good CRPs accelerate learning on the part of the project team, identify issues and
opportunities early in the project life cycle, set realistic expectations for project team on
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effort required for the real thing and incur far less risk than a “live” pilot or “big bang”
implementation.
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Phase 3 - Configuration Development
Upon completion of the Design (Conference Room Pilot) phase of the project modifications
to the core software are defined and changes are completed and tested with project
manager and user groups against user defined business practices and reworked as
necessary.
Configuration of the software is completed, any data conversion, scrubbing is completed and
data and full configuration testing is preformed before introducing random user testing.
An agile development model is followed for all enhancements and customisations. By
understanding the business of the organisation, the problem domain being addressed by the
project, and identifying a viable solution to address the problem domain the best possible
solution is identified.
Agile development accelerates the delivery of business value, and through a process of
continuous planning and feedback, is able to ensure that value is continuing to be maximised
throughout the development process. As a result of this iterative planning and feedback
loop, teams are able to continuously align the delivered software with desired business
needs, easily adapting to changing requirements throughout the process.
By measuring and evaluating status based on the undeniable truth of working, testing
software, much more accurate visibility into the actual progress of projects is available.
Finally, as a result of following an agile process, at the conclusion of a project is a software
system that much better addresses the business and customer needs.
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Phase 4 - Training
The Project Team members will have received training in the Design (Conference Room
Pilot) phase. Upon completion of core project team training and a complete testing of the
applications in the configuration phase, Adaxa is able to provide additional training for the
benefit of all end users of the application. User training courses differ from the initial project
team training in that they focus on the day-to-day operations of the applications and do not
cover the administrative components of the application software. This allows the users to
focus on only the processes that they need to be concerned with and leaves the
configuration and business processes to the core project team members.
Knowledge retention is the most challenging consideration for user training and we
recommend scheduling user training to occur just prior to Go Live. User training is delivered
using a Train-the-Trainer method. All users who will be responsible for using the system in
everyday operations are trained in the processes necessary for their routine tasks.
Training is critical to the success of an ERP software implementation,
thorough training and post-production support for the staff are directly tied
to the acceptance and use of the new system and the realisation of
objectives by the organisation.
All software configuration and testing must be completed before introducing
user training. Users should not be testers or use a Beta site which could
cause them to lose their confidence in the new system just before the golive event.
Create training programs which use the real data to ensure that the end
users are familiar with the material and need only to learn the methods used
in the new application.
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Phase 5 – Go Live
Once the support resources are in place and the final risk analysis and readiness
assessments suggest a green light, the organisation is ready to Go Live. This is a critical time
and the point where it is important to have additional resources available to give the user
community confidence and to be available to address any issues that may arise. When users
do have issues, questions or problems it is important to show them the help resources that
have been set-up to provide such responses and information. This will both grant the user
an on-demand information resource and validate that the help resources are accurate and
complete. Users' greatest reluctance of the new system will occur on the first production
days. It is critical that the change management plan incorporate findings discovered from
throughout the implementation and be prepared for user resistance to occur on the first day
of Go Live. Winning the first day sets the stage to win the implementation.
Preparation is the key to success. There is a very clear correlation between pilot testing and
Go Live success. The more a pilot system is tested the more smooth the Go Live. After a
short period into Go Live, the system will have initially stabilised, the users will have
increased their confidence and the project team will hold an exit conference which will bring
closure to the Go-Live phase.
The Go-Live Plan must have a number of 'success' criteria defined and a plan of what actions
will take place if various aspects of the Go-Live plan are not met. Management must meet
frequently and agree that the success criteria have been either met or not met. If they are
not met then the plan for dealing with such circumstance must be invoked without delay.
A Comment on Parallel Running.
Adaxa recommends that all processes, reports and transaction volumes be tested and validated in ADempiere prior to Go-Live and then the ADempiere system be used exclusively from
the date of Go-Live rather than attempting 'parallel running'. No attempt to go live should
occur until everyone is satisfied that the system is fit for production use. Our experience of
client's attempts at parallel running have shown the following is a common outcome. The
staff first go to their old system to enter any transactions or data. They then fall behind in
entering the same data in ADempiere and if there is any training or software issue then it
does not get resolved promptly. Then, because the ADempiere data is not up to date the
users have to continue to enter data in the old system for another one, two or more months
and then have to re-enter it in ADempiere. The longer it is allowed to happen the worse it
gets and the staff will naturally resent having their workload doubled for what becomes an
extended period of time. The new system is naturally but unfairly blamed for what are really
Change Management issues which have not been adequately addressed by management initiatives.
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Phase 6 – Evolution
An ERP system will evolve with the evolution of your organisation. Once into a production
environment, post-implementation reviews and system usage checks should be performed at
least every six months in order to evaluate the way in which the system has addressed
specific goals and objectives as well as evaluating the technical and functional use of the
system. Objective measurements can be used to further tailor the system for greater
efficiencies and user satisfaction. Key metrics to be analysed and measured during postimplementation reviews include:
Comparison, measurement and verification of the extent to which the system
has met the objectives for each segment of the organisation
Comparison and verification against previously defined critical success
factors
User-based system utilisation metrics (e.g. transactions entered per user,
time incurred per user)
Virtually all commercial organisations and government agencies face the challenge of moving
to an efficient 'customer oriented' model to compete effectively in the marketplace. ERP is an
outstanding instrument to effect this change. However the implementation of an ERP system
is more than a set of technologies. It is a strategy designed to create more efficient and
effective customer and supplier relationships through the integration of multiple channels
and cross departmental activity allowing an organisation to not only provide a more
customer oriented model but also to enable the organisation to effect and manage change
in the business environment and meet the challenge of growth and success.
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Time Estimating and Costing Worksheet
1.7

Time Estimating and Costing Worksheet for Ben's Omicron
Ltd

The following screen captures were from an estimate produced to assist a business system's
student with an assignment that required an ERP implementation in a simulated company. It
is reproduced here to demonstrate the items that need consideration or action when
planning the implementation of an ADempiere ERP&CRM system. Note that it does not
address the implementation tasks for other functional areas of the Adaxa Suite.
The subject company in the assignment had quite limited needs. Real companies
requirements can be more or less complex. The matters to be considered and, frequently,
the tasks to be performed in an ERP system implementation will be similar regardless of the
software product selected. If the estimated implementation cost is lower in one proposal
than another the probability is that some parts of the implementation process are being
ignore or treated as “to be performed by the customer”. At a later date these items will
become the subject of argument and cost escalation. This is the reason that Adaxa prefers
to work from a detailed costed estimate.
The cost rates per hour used in the estimate are fictitious and for illustration purposes only.
The 'take away” message from a review of the following pages is that, in an ERP
implementation, there are many things to be considered, many decisions to be made and
then actions dependent on those decisions. Many companies that come from an
environment where they have been using a “one size fits all” simple accounting package can
find the extra complexity in a real ERP system quite challenging.
A simple example of this is that ADempiere has at least 6 different sales order types, each
with their own functional behaviour. Time will necessarily be spent understanding the
company's business processes and deciding which sales order type or types map onto the
customers business need. Ignoring these issues in order to save time almost certainly will
cause pain and expense at a later date.
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Adaxa's Offices and Contacts
Information of a general nature about Adaxa and its services can be found at
www.adaxa.com or obtained by sending an email to info@adaxa.com with a description of
the information that you would like to receive. If you are an existing client and wish to
initiate a request for software support please send an email to helpdesk@adaxa.com with as
much detail as possible about the nature of your support request.
For all other information please contact the Adaxa office nearest to you.
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Australia
Address:

10 Kylie Place, Melbourne, Victoria, 3192, Australia

Phone:
1300 990 120 (Within Australia)
+613 9510 4788 (Outside of Australia)

1.9

New Zealand
Address:

73 Boston Road, Mt Eden, Auckland, 1023, New Zealand

Phone:
0800 232 922 (Within New Zealand)
+649 9744 600 (Outside of New Zealand)

1.10

United States of America
Address:

4400 NE 77th Ave, Suite 275, Vancouver, WA 98662, USA

Phone:
+1 760 576 5115
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